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RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS 
 

OKANOGAN COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS 
 

August 29, 2016 
 

  8:00 AM Preliminary Budget Due to Commissioners 

  9:00 AM Review Consent Agenda 

  9:30 AM Executive Session – RCW 42.30.110 –Personnel Matters 

11:00 AM Update – Public Works Administration – Ben Rough 

  1:30 PM Update – Planning  

  4:00 PM Introduction – Jerry DeBacker – Okanogan Land Trust 

  4:30 PM Review Meeting Minutes and Approve 

 

The Okanogan County Board of Commissioners met in regular session on August 29, 

2016, with, Commissioner Jim DeTro, Commissioner Ray Campbell, Commissioner 

Sheilah Kennedy and Laleña Johns, Clerk of the Board present.  

 

The board convened at 9:00 a.m. 

 

Review Consent Agenda 

The BOCC reviewed the agenda. 

 

Executive Session – RCW 42.30.110 –Personnel Matters 

Commissioner Kennedy moved to go into executive session at 9:40 a.m. for 20 minutes 

to discuss the performance of a public employee inviting first the Clerk of the Board then 

later Risk Manager Tanya Craig. Motion was seconded all were in favor, motion carried.  

 

Commissioner DeTro extended executive session at 10:00 a.m. for 10 more minutes. 

 

Commissioner DeTro extended executive session at 10:10 a.m. for 10 more minutes. 

 

Commissioner DeTro extended executive session at 10:20 a.m. for 40 more minutes. 

 

Commissioner DeTro extended executive session at 11:00 a.m. for 10 more minutes 

and invited attorney Albert Lin to the discussion. 

 

Executive Session ended at 11:10 a.m. no decisions were made. 
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Update – Public Works Administration – Ben Rough 

This meeting began at 11:15 a.m. due to previous executive session needing added 

time. 

 

Update – Planning –Ben Rough 

 

SAO Audit Status 

Admin Rough stated this is reoccurring agenda item due in case of anything come up by 

the state auditor and is used as a place holder. 

 

Union TA Voting 

There is a tentative agreement voting which details have been relayed. It may have 

some impact to the department alter it is a tentative agreement. There would be follow 

up discussions later once the voting takes place.  

 

ESRI Licensing 

Admin Rough explained Public Works received the bill for the ARC View, ARC mapping 

program as Public Works acts as our GIS Dept. which would allow us to pay for ten 

licenses. Some changes were suggested the bills come to Planning office 

 

Solid Waste 

Admin Rough discussed decisions before the board and or SWAC and what kind of 

oversite the SWAC has over the decision. He found out what SWAC responsibilities 

were in terms of the contracting. They are more broad brushed and want to discuss 

budget, new items and any new items and do not wish to discuss anything else at would 

dilute the purpose. They felt anything that is within the normal scope of work within 

SWAC would not need to have their blessing first. Commissioner Kennedy stated the 

time the board wanted them to weigh in on did have a budget impact. As an advisory 

committee it was felt that certain items would come from them as an advisory issue. 

Admin Rough clarified what budget items, the SWAC would be most interested in 

participating in a discussion about. Admin Rough explained how the advisory board 

would like to consider the items the board would like direction on. Commissioner 

Kennedy replied the SWAC would not be approving anything but rather they be given a 

chance to weigh in on the decision the Commissioners make. Commissioner DeTro 

expressed his thought that the SWAC is a very active advisory committee and they 

have really good participation at the meetings. He thinks some may not understand 

what is expected of an advisory board and some focus on the longevity of the landfill. 

Commissioner Kennedy asked if the SWAC goes over budget, revenue, and expenses 

of the landfill. Yes, they do. So, why wouldn’t the SWAC desire to advise the 

commissioners on the security fence issue and what things are important to consider. 
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Admin Rough explained what the scope of work included to address efficiency and cost 

effectiveness. We will retain the option to contract with someone else if we need to. 

Certain tasks may require a separate contract to accomplish. It will need to happen very 

soon. A comp plan for solid waste will need to be considered and the CUP possibly 

opened up to expand the foot print of the landfill and that will be a big task. He thought 

some of the work could be done in house with his experience in planning. We either 

increase the size of our recycle operation or we allow the private sector to do the 

business. We are trying to figure out a way to break even or we have to put it out to the 

public sector.  

 

The public has been invited to SWAC to discuss recycling ideas, business models, in 

order to help them succeed. We don’t have to monetarily support them but rather the 

county could support a grant application process and provide a letter.  

 

Commissioner Kennedy would like the basis behind the cost. She would like to see the 

study and if one wasn’t done then one should be done.  

 

Ms. Edwards arrived at 1:30 p.m. and stayed to hear the Planning agenda discussions. 

 

Update Planning-Perry Huston 

Director Huston explained Alex has been in an internship with the Planning Department 

and a letter was drafted and entered into the record acknowledging the items he worked 

on. Mr. Johns was congratulated for putting forth the effort.  

 

Executive Session RCW 42.30.110  

Commissioner Kennedy moved to go into executive session at 1:33 p.m. for 10 minutes 

inviting Perry Huston, Albert Lin, Tanya Craig and the Clerk of the Board to discuss 

matters to which the county may become a party. Motion was seconded, all were in 

favor, motion carried.  

 

Executive Session ended at 1:43 p.m. no decisions were made.  

 

Road Map 

Char Schumacher, Ben Rough, Josh Thomson, Intern Alex Johns 

 

Director Huston discussed the Road Map and asked for direction which to approach an 

easement agreement or RS 2477.  

 

1966 deals with roads that were created up until the point of 1976 which changed how 

things were addressed. The court of appeals deals with the issues 10 circuit in the 
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mountain areas dealt with the issues. 9th circuit has not been as favorable in how that is 

treated. He suggested taking it up with Forest Service but keeping our options open 

especially for those roads prior to 1976. He felt we might go down a two track approach 

and keep option RS 2477 open. Two sample easement agreements were passed out to 

show two different agreements that the Forest Service currently utilizes to do essentially 

the same thing. One of the sample agreements was looked over by previous DPA 

Jorgensen. The roads we are talking about were mostly put on the map by the 1955 

resolution. There are other ways of perfecting the claim. The Forest Service did signal 

they were interested in turning back some roads to the county. Commissioner Campbell 

stated some of the roads. Attorney Lin asked what is the best use of county resources 

without sparking litigation.  

 

Director Huston said he isn’t sure the county has asked the Forest Service for the roads 

back. We could end up with a mixed bag. We need to decide how to approach, several 

suggestions were given. Director Huston doesn’t know what the push back would entail 

if RS2477 road were taken. In that event it wouldn’t involve the 1955 map. 

Commissioner Campbell stated his initially desire was to reconcile the 1955 map with 

the actual roads the county is responsible for. The approach to the roads that go over 

private property is another issue. Commissioner Campbell would like Director Huston 

and Verlene Hughes to sit down with Forest Service to discuss which roads meet the 

criteria of RS2477 and which roads would be turned back.  

 

Director Huston stated what the next steps were. Engineer Thomson explained what 

documents were put in place to reconcile the roads back in 1949. Director Huston will sit 

down with GIS and Ms. Hughes to go over the list before bringing the draft to the 

commissioners.  

 

Commissioner Campbell discussed reconciliation of roads that go over private land. 

If the county is making a claim on a road after 1976 we must have a history of the road. 

There are certain things that must have been documented in order to address it in this 

way. 

 

CAO/Admin Code/Subdivision Code 

Director Huston explained strategies for adopting the Critical Areas Ordinance, 

Subdivision Code and Administrative Code. A public hearing date was suggested for 

September 26, 2016 at 1:30 p.m. 

 

Shorelines Master Program Comment 

Director Huston requested transfers among existing lines in his budget for anticipated 

expenses. The Senior Planner line was recently vacated and some other employees 
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that were hired at a lower wage than what was approved. A memo was provided. 

(attached) He is still exploring whether or not a supplemental will be needed. The 

commissioners reviewed the transfer request and approved it to be submitted to 

Auditor’s office Finance Manager Cari Hall for transfer completion.  

 

Juvenile Detention –Local Options 

The board was provided a draft resolution outlining the findings of fact in the matter of 

Juvenile Detention Center as well as a draft resolution to summarize the process. 

Commissioner Kennedy discussed wording that would provide flexibility to the decision 

in not locking the county into a specific option. She would rather the resolution allow for 

flexibility if the first option doesn’t work out. If the vote of the people fails to provide 

funding and current funding is insufficient then there should be alternatives that address 

necessary improvements to the existing facility, provided sufficient voter approved 

revenue can be obtained.  The board reviewed the findings of fact.  

 

Lifeline Ambulance 

Wayne Walker 

 

Mr. Walker updated the Board primary ambulance seems to be running fine except for 

the check engine light keeps coming on. They’ve taken it in and it says the EGR cooler 

or valve. It’s something that will have to be lived with. No more issues with the second 

ambulance, but the third ambulance does have an oil leak. Mr. Walker isn’t sure they 

started the ambulances daily as should be done. It appears to leak even more the 

longer it runs. For now, they ensure the ambulance is filled with oil daily. They are 

spraying for spiders and are clearing the dead brush and weeds as they can. All 

equipment has been inspected as should be done every six months, no longer than 1 

year for some equipment. They found one stretcher is under warranty which requires an 

annual Preventative Maintenance inspection per the contract. 

 

Commissioner Kennedy asked if there was a way to see when inspections have been 

performed in the past. Mr. Walker explained if the company, Stryker, has done them 

there will be a record. Mr. Walker will request copies of any reports they have to show a 

schedule of maintenance performed in the past. The second stretcher is good with the 

third being over 10 years old. Due to age, the recommendation is it be replaced.  

 

Commissioner Kennedy asked if there is a locking case or cabinet in place for 

medications. Mr. Walker stated they found a pad lock and key which they are utilizing a 

cabinet which was cleaned and disinfected so medications are locked as required. 
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Commissioner Kennedy asked if there are any supplies that Public Health may be able 

to utilize since they are owned by the County. Not medications, mind you, but other 

supplies. Mr. Huston said anything of value the Commissioners choose to surplus can 

be transferred to Public Health after surplussed. 

 

They went on to discuss the possible surplussing of two vehicle and purchasing a new 

ambulance. Mr. Walker explained if they choose to add a new ambulance to their fleet, 

Lifeline would purchase that ambulance; it would not be on the County. 

 

Mr. Huston explained that once a list is compiled of supplies/goods, it can be surplussed 

with the rest of the surplus items. They can be transferred to another County 

department if that is the Board’s wishes. 

 

Mr. Huston went on to discuss the budget. Commissioner Kennedy wants to ensure 

they currently have enough revenue to fix the needed repairs at the ambulance hall. 

She voiced her concern especially with the leak in the roof and making that fix a priority. 

 

Commissioner DeTro inquired about the oil leak in the one ambulance. Mr. Walker went 

on to explain what they have done to look into the leak. He stated if the Commissioners 

would like, he can take it in to the shop to have an assessment done. As of today, they 

have not had the need for the third ambulance. Commissioners DeTro and Kennedy 

both feel an evaluation should be done on the third ambulance. Mr. Walker stated he 

will have that done by the end of the week.  

 

Mr. Walker went back to the roof situation and would like to proceed as needed. His 

concern is if we wait, could the repairs be done in rain or snow? He would like to look 

into the repair sooner rather than later. The Commissioners directed phone bids be 

solicited for the following; Roof leak repair, plumbing, electrical, and fencing. Mr. Huston 

will solicit the bids for all four areas.  

 

Commissioner Kennedy asked if Mr. Walker had spoken with Phil Dart. Mr. Walker 

explained that it was a productive conversation. They discussed liability, insurance and 

mutual aid. He’s hopeful they are on their way to a mutually beneficial relationship.  

 

Mr. Walker wanted the Commissioners to know the bids for the repairs are needed to 

understand the full scope of what is needed for the building. If County money is to be 

spent, we need to ensure its being spent appropriately and effectively.  

 

Director Huston continued with fairground grandstand project update. 
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The Grand Stand RFQ is published with an abbreviated timeline and it was sent to 

interested parties. Commissioner Kennedy explained some concerns about the tearing 

down the grandstands to notify the public of the project to replace them. Director Huston 

thought a poster might be good to post in order to provide some information about the 

future projects.   

 

The restroom project was discussed and onsite project visited.  

 

The radio request from Jail was discussed. The board had approved moving forward 

with the purchase. Director Huston will contact the administrator to discuss the process.  

 

Introduction – Jerry DeBacker – Okanogan Land Trust 

Ted Murray 

 

Executive Director OLT from Central Nebraska and was in the agriculture and his family 

still ranches there and he owns cattle. He has a history degree University of Montana. 

Commissioner Campbell asked when land trusts became popular. Mr. DeBacker stated 

the movement started in the east as early as 1920 focused on a particular entity. The 

growth of the land trust movement took place in the late 1980’s and later in the early 

1990’s in Montana. Commissioner Campbell asked about the long term history of the 

land trusts, for instance a rancher puts his land in a conservation what is the history of 

needing additional funding or getting out of debt, what is the long term history of that 

rancher and if they get into debt again who decides if that land stays in the trust, who 

ends up with the property if the rancher dies or cannot meet their obligation to OLT?? 

Land trust never holds interest to the land they do hold what happens to the land. They 

own a bundle of rights and the rancher has partnered with the rancher to obtain the 

rights to the land. Ownership of the rights to use the land a certain way, but do not hold 

title to the land nor owns the property. Mr. DeBacker explained the rights that are 

retained by the rancher. Commissioner Campbell asked if the trust is transferrable like 

to another trust. They do have dedicated funds that are held in trust for future 

stewardship. 2015 congress passed enhanced agriculture law that has been in the 

works for several years, and now it is permanent. Mr. DeBacker explained several types 

of conservation easements. Commissioner Campbell stated he is looking at if from a 

county perspective in terms of the tax base. What is the guarantee that the property will 

generate adequate revenue to keep the farmer in business how does that dollar 

generate through our local economy and helps keep that rancher in business? Mr. 

DeBacker stated if the easement comes in under ag then it must be kept in agriculture. 

Commissioner Campbell explained he doesn’t want some rich man to come and 

purchase the land at a low price then turn around and sells the conservation easement 
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and turns around and pay off the property and now can retire on the rest of the 

proceeds.  

 

Mr. DeBacker explained what the land trust is restricted by. End up with property 

dedicated to the future that promises it be preserved for the future. If someone donates 

land to the trust that is better suited for commercial then he doesn’t see the land trust 

putting an easement on property like that. He has worked in Idaho, Montana and 

Washington and he is finding that many are interested in protecting and preserving the 

land they live on. There are some mitigation plans that are utilized. The commissioners 

asked when enough is enough? He has heard that question before. Commissioner 

Kennedy stated the rules and regulations are choking out our producers and cattlemen. 

So, they are finding their only option to continue their farm is to sell conservation 

easements? Instead of what was done in the past when the ranchers relied on 

themselves to pull out of a difficult situation. Why are conservation easements being 

used as a solution?   

 

He worked for the Watcom land trust and also the state of Idaho in southeast Idaho and 

they appear to be more conservative than Okanogan County. He provided some 

background about the types of land trusts in the states. 

 

There are national and states organizations like Lake Superior conservancy, and the 

state size ones with most of those are all private 501 c3, then the regional like he is 

involved in with 28 of the 29 that operate in the state Washington state conservancy. 

The anomaly is the Methow Conservancy and it belongs to the alliance. 

 

Commissioner Campbell asked who the secondary market would be. Mr. DeBacker 

stated there has not been a study to document, that he knows of, who the secondary 

market would be for properties with conservation easements. Commissioner Kennedy 

asked if the sales of conservation easement drives the value up. He believes the land 

owners are paid an appraised value. The one sale drives the other ones and 

consequently drives the value up for all the rest. Mr. DeBacker stated the right to own is 

not greater than the right to conserve. It is a person’s free choice. Commissioner 

Campbell asked where the money comes from for these purchases. Mr. DeBacker 

explained the several ways the money is derived. Prior to 1995 most easements were 

donated with many wet lands going into conservation easements. Commissioner 

Kennedy asked if OLT has considered a 15 year conservation easement. Mr. DeBacker 

stated that was against the law and the easements are forever. There used to be a 99 

year easement which was funded by tribal entities. A true conservation easement by 

law must be perpetual. How do you address that if you are a steward? Commissioner 

Kennedy stated an attorney could draw up the legal document and put a conservation 
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easement for whatever she wanted, and the reason they are not going to an attorney to 

draw up the conservation because it costs money. If the conservation easements are 

publically funded then the easements should allow public access. Mr. DeBacker stated 

if someone places an easement on their own property then the same person owns both 

the easement and the land it is called a merger and not allowed. Commissioner 

Campbell stated he likes to keep the land in larger pieces and it is hard to get that 

anymore. There must be a reason why so many cattlemen associations have 

participated and are in such favor of them. The tool used is the conservation easement, 

it is not a solution, and can be employed by many.  He has been with land trusts that 

have turned down conservation easements in other areas in the three states he has 

worked for. It is based on what is proposed by the rancher. The recreational ones are 

usually for trails.  

 

What information must be provided to the OLT to prove the land should be considered 

for easement? It must be a positive easement and would be a beneficial use of the 

property with high quality soils, habitat, water rights, structure etc….. and are the 

standards explored for these? Commissioner Kennedy asked why extinguishing the 

development rights are so important. It is the conversion that will take place that is 

driving them. What is the rule that says the conversion must take place? Mr. DeBacker 

stated he has that in his office and would provide if wanted. Mr. DeBacker discussed 

PILT and OLT being in favor of the full PILT payment to the counties.  

 

Commissioner Kennedy asked, with 12% buildable land in Okanogan County, where is 

the threat that those lands will be developed. Mr. DeBacker stated one only has to drive 

up HWY 20 to see what land has been converted from farm land and range land to 

developed land. Commissioner Kennedy stated with more restrictions on what can be 

done on personal property those are the long term impacts to families.  

 

Commissioner Campbell discussed lack of affordable housing and a large homeless 

population and not enough land to build houses on.  

 

Commissioner DeTro stated most of the folks who are homeless here are self-inflicted 

upon themselves. He has mixed emotions on all of it as he hates to see the big ranches 

bought up by WDFW. Pontiac Ridge has some of the most broken up smaller parcels 

that were sold off and the people trashed with cardboard houses, blue tarps, and 52 

broken down pick-ups in that case he would have rather seen the property used to 

graze cattle.   

 

Mr. Murray asked about certain conservation easements that have clearly gone to 

weeds and the forests gone to hell. Are his tax monies going to pay for these 
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easements just to see the forests not being taken care of? Who checks up on to ensure 

the rancher is doing what he promised to do.  

 

Commissioner DeTro doesn’t like to see the system manipulated, but when a person 

wishes to do something with his land knowing he likely has manipulated the system to 

benefit him, how can you say no to one and not the other. He is glad they wrote a letter 

to support fully funding PILT. Commissioner Campbell doesn’t want to see one more 

conservation easement sold until PILT is fully funded!! Commissioner Campbell stated 

he is not opposed to conservation easements if private money is used.  

 

Mr. Murray stated irrigated lands are what made this county. When our water is gone 

down stream it is gone. Water doesn’t come back once it is out of the county. The tribe 

is the one to watch for. There is a rumor on the radio that the Feds have put forth 

billions to purchase tribal lands back and will make offers to fee lands on the reservation 

with the option to take it or leave it.  

 

Review Meeting Minutes and Approve 

 

Commissioners adjourned at 5:00 p.m. 

 


